Education
2014-2018 Beijing Foreign Studies University (In Chinese and French)
Bachelor of French language and literature
2016-2017 SCIENCES PO AIX (In French)
Certificat d’Études politiques (Certificate of Political Studies)
2018-2020 KU LEUVEN (In English)
Master of Social and Cultural Anthropology (Leuven)

Experience

Zixin LI
Personal Info
Birthday: 23, April, 1996
Address: Leuven, Belgium
Phone: (+32) 489033051
enactuslizixin@163.com

07/2016-08/2016 Beijing
Interpreter for Media Cooperation Forum on Belt and Road (In French)
• Received the foreign officials for different meetings and cultural activities
• Performed interpretation during the activities to help guests better
communicate with Chinese officials and understand meeting arrangement
• Accompanied the officials for the excursion in Beijing and introduced
Chinese culture

08/2017-01/2018 Beijing
Assistant manager for Tianhe Culture Center (In French and English)
• Assisted in organizing the cultural activity of Beijing International Children’s
Painting Salon
• Managed the cooperation and meetings with French cultural institutions
such as the French Embassy in China, Pékin Accueil, l’Atelier, etc.

Languages

• Performed various translation and interpretation (French<->Chinese,
English<->Chinese, French<->English) including written texts, localization,
communication, live presentation, and business negotiation.

• Chinese: native

• Polished and edited the French and English website and handbook of the
culture center to introduce former activities and events agenda

• French: fluent (DALF C1, TFS-8)
• English: fluent (IELTS 7.0, TEM-8)

08/2017-11/2017 Beijing
Assistant of French courses for School of International Education (Fr)
• Completed an array of services helping students to learn French language

Self-description
Having participated in
multiple associations in the
university, I enjoy teamwork
and interpersonal
communication. I’m
punctual and active, willing
to try new things and meet
different people. I often
remind myself of a sense of
responsibility and being
considerate of other
colleges. And I’m still making
efforts to improve my
management skills.

• Stayed current with latest French-language idioms and cultural references
to improve student’s preparation for the study aboard

06/2019-Now Leuven
Volunteer (frequently) for Confucius Institute at Group T, Academy
Leuven (En)
• Supported team through all stages of cultural activities, including project
design, development, arrangement, and services
• Arranged various translations such as conference files, exhibition profiles,
event posters, and course flyers.

Additional activities
• In high school, I participated in student association for charity, working in
the HR section, and help orphans to learn English.
• During the master program, I focus on the posthuman approach and study
the human-nature relations cultural relativism. Meanwhile, I had the
chance to grasp skills for good interviews and communication with different
groups of people during my fieldwork (one was in the care center of
Leuven and the other was in Chinese gardens of Suzhou and Hangzhou).

